Tested and Approved

The Biomist Mini Sanitizing System is registered with the FDA as a medical device. It is used by hospitals, pharmaceutical plants, and several of the nation’s largest food processors. Independent testing has proved it effective in killing:

- Staphylococcus aureus MRSA (ATCC 33591)
- Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 6538)
- Enterococcus faecium VRE (ATCC 51559)
- Escherichia coli 0157:H7 (ATCC 43895)
- Pseudomonas aeruginosa (ATCC 15442)
- Listeria monocytogenes (ATCC 19111)
- Salmonella choleraesuis (ATCC 10708)
- HIV-1 (associated with AIDS)
- Hepatitis B Virus (HBV)
- Norovirus
- and the vast majority of all other viruses and bacteria

The Biomist Mini Sanitizing System is certified compliant with most relevant industry standards.

Kill Germs Fast

Biomist is the first safe method for power spraying equipment and facilities with an alcohol-based sanitizing solution. Biomist’s non-corrosive sanitizing solution kills germs on contact and evaporates, leaving surfaces dry and ready for use. Simply spray and walk away!

Germ-Killing Power

Biomist Formula D2 contains a concentrated solution of alcohol (long recognized as an optimal sanitizing agent), as well as a four-chain quaternary ammonium compound to continue sanitizing after the alcohol has evaporated.

Fire-Safe Operation

To eliminate the problem of alcohol’s flammability, Biomist’s patented technology uses high pressure bottled carbon dioxide (CO₂) as a carrier to spray the sanitizer. By enveloping the alcohol mist in a stream of CO₂ propellant, Biomist displaces the oxygen needed for combustion. It can be used in the presence of open flame without danger.

Use It Everywhere

- Health Care Institutions
- Travel and Hospitality
- Food Plants
- Ambulance Services
- Laboratories
- Restaurants
- and other critical environments

“No Rinse, No Wipe, No Problem.”

Thorough, Effortless Coverage

The Biomist Mini System atomizes the sanitizing solution into extremely tiny micro-particles and propels them in a high power mist. The penetrating, anti-microbial mist reaches contamination often missed by traditional sanitation techniques and kills pathogens where they hide.

The sanitizing mist diffuses uniformly throughout the space to be treated. And because CO₂ is heavier than air, it helps the sanitizer to settle onto the surfaces promptly. Areas beyond physical reach can now be sanitized with minimal effort.

Easy To Use

Biomist Formula D2 comes pre-mixed to ensure consistent efficacy with each use, just screw the bottle on to the applicator gun and you're ready to begin sanitizing. Operating the Biomist Mini Sanitizing System is as simple as point-and-spray, the solution self-dries rapidly so no wiping or residual cleanup is required. The Mini is low-maintenance, portable and doesn't require electricity for operation.

Protect your Brand and your Business

It is well known that bacteria and viruses can survive on surfaces for extended periods of time. Uncontrolled pathogens cost billions of dollars and tens of thousands of lives per year.

Current sanitizing practices are costly, time-consuming, often ineffective, and sometimes dangerous. Biomist strengthens sanitation programs and helps you maintain a cleaner and safer environment.

Fast, Effective and Affordable

Biomist is the fastest available sanitizing method, by far. It provides the best of both worlds: it is far more effective and far less expensive to use than all previous sanitizing methods while being safe for employees, equipment and the environment.